How to Perform DIY Commercial Floor Cleaning in Atlanta

Every commercial property has flooring that needs cleaned on a regular basis. And while many property and business owners decide to
hire professionals to handle their commercial floor cleaning in Atlanta, handling the process in-house is an option for those that have the
time, resources, and equipment to do it. To help you in your DIY commercial floor cleaning efforts, let’s take a look at how you would go
about taking care of some of the most popular types of commercial flooring.
DIY Commercial Carpet Cleaning
When it comes to commercial carpet cleaning, you’ll want to be sure that carpets are being vacuumed at least twice per week. For high
traffic properties, such as hotels, hospitals, and retail stores, vacuuming should be completed on a daily basis. In addition to regular
vacuuming, you should have your carpets cleaned professionally every 3-6 months (depending on foot traffic). Even if you do plan on handling most of the regular floor cleaning tasks in-house,
hiring professionals for commercial floor cleaning in Atlanta is highly recommended. Not only does it extend the life of your carpeting, but it’s often much less expensive (due to the equipment and
products needed to do it properly).
DIY Hardwood Floor Cleaning
As far as hardwood commercial flooring, it’s best to stick to daily sweeping (fluffy dust mops work well) to keep the hardwood looking its best while avoiding buildup. While some cleaners will
also recommend mopping your hardwood floors with water on a regular basis, you should know that this can actually damage the wood. Instead, your best bet is to maintain a daily sweeping
schedule while using a trusted cleaning solution for weekly, bi-weekly, or monthly mopping (depending on foot traffic). For optimal results, you may want to invest in professional commercial floor
cleaning in Atlanta for mopping duties (as they will be able to ensure the proper cleaning solution and equipment is used).
DIY Commercial Tile Cleaning
When it comes to commercial tile cleaning, it’s essential that you develop a regular schedule that’s consistently followed by your cleaning team. If your tile floors experience high traffic, such as
with a retail store, tiles should be fluffy dust mopped or vacuumed on a daily basis. In addition, you’ll want to mop the floor with water at least every other day. For lower traffic areas, such as a
small office, fluffy dust mopping (along with mopping with water) every other day should do the trick just fine. By maintaining a consistent and frequent schedule, you can keep your floors looking
their best while avoiding the necessity of having to hire professionals for re-tiling or regrouting too soon.
Investing in Professional Commercial Floor Cleaning
If you’d like to avoid the tedious and time consuming task of cleaning your own commercial floors altogether, we’d love to help. As a company that decades of combined experience providing

commercial floor cleaning in Atlanta, we can assure you that you’ll be satisfied with our elite service and affordable pricing structure. For a free estimate, simply fill out the short contact form
here and we’ll get back to you ASAP. We look forward to serving you!
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